JOE CAIN & LOST CAUSE MINSTRELS

A certain degree of confusion exists even today about the role of Joe Cain in
the history of Mobile’s Mardi Gras. Many variations of his story have been
printed in the popular press but the facts are in the newspapers written at
the time, which are now more accessible than they may have been in the
twentieth century.
Beginning in the 1920’s, Francois Diard, in articles like this printed in the
Mobile Register, was the first to write that Joe Cain had paraded in the
year 1866 and the first to associate the name “Slacobamarinico,” (although
he has it spelled wrong this time) with that first outing and the first to describe Cain’s wagon as a “charcoal cart.” He also incorrectly wrote that Cain
visited the mayor’s residence, a practice initiated by the Cowbellions which
was only continued among the most formal and elitist parading organizations. Finally, he very incorrectly wrote that “Bouef Gras” and “Mardi Gras”

One of the highlights of the carnival season in Mobile, Alabama is “Joe Cain Day,” celebrated
each year on the Sunday before Mardi Gras. The day begins when a group of women known as
Cain’s “Merry Widows,” shrouded in black, make their pilgrimage to Cain’s downtown
gravesite. They wail, weep and argue over who was his favorite. Then, although still in mourning behind their black lacey veils, they join in the festivities. Cain himself is represented leading the procession wearing a Native American costume and is called “Old Slac” or just “Chief.”
Unlike the standard Mardi Gras parades with a unifying
theme, variety and purely nonsensical experimentation
are the only common factors in this long procession. You
never know what you’ll see on Joe Cain day.
To understand what is amusing about Joe Cain Day is to
understand the European carnival tradition. As long as
the 40 days of Lent have been a part of the Christian calendar, the days preceding it have been given up to excessive consumption of food and drink or other forms of immediate gratification. Christians have traditionally put
aside their daily concerns and briefly indulged themselves on those days called “Carnival,” from the Latin
“carn,” referring to the meat or flesh that might be consumed before the beginning of Lent
The last day of carnival was called “Mardi Gras” by the
French, meaning “Fat Tuesday.” The British called it
“Shrove Tuesday,” to mean the day a person is “shriven,”
or absolved, of their sins. In nineteenth century America, both terms were common and were
often used interchangeably. Generally, “Mardi Gras” was used more often when referring to the
costuming tradition that prevailed among the Creole population; “Shrove Tuesday” was used to
describe a celebration with organized parades, which seemed to have more discipline and forethought.

Joe Cain Day in Mobile, like Mardi Gras in Antebellum New Orleans, is a people’s celebration.
It is like the carnival of Early Modern Europe, where there were performances or processions
here and there but they were only a sideline to the real interest of the day, the costumes.

During the day, Cain’s minstrel group, the light-hearted “Lost Cause Minstrels,” were the humorous entertainment before the more formal presentation of the O.O.M’s at night. “They presented,” the newspaper reported, “a
most ludicrous and laughable sight.” By contrast, the Mobile Register predicted the O.O.M. parade would be “grand and brilliant” and said “of
course everybody and his family will be on the streets to witness it.”

“The Minstrels were reportedly dressed as monkeys and rode
on a dilapidated wagon.”

Mobile Register, 1871

Mobile Register,

February 13, 1872
The hours of daylight will be enlivened by maskers, but particularly be that merry
and jovial krew, the “L.C.Minstrels.” will appear at 1:30 on the corner of Dauphin
and Royal Streets; down Royal to Government Street down Government Street to
Water Street, up water to St. Louis, down St. Louis to Commerce, down Commerce
to Dauphin, up Dauphin to Royal, thence to the Tribune office, where the Band will
perform one of its favorite operas; thence to the Register office, where another of
the grand operas will be performed; thence to St. Anthony, up St .Anthony to Hamilton, down Hamilton to St. Francis, down St. Francis to St. Joseph, down St. Joseph
to Dauphin, up Dauphin to Mayor Parker’s residence, ; thence to Bayou, down Bayou to Government to Conception, down Conception to Eslava, down Eslava to Royal, up Toayl to Baldwin county.
The grand annual ball of these famous musicians will take place, as usual , at that
most lovely early paradise, Wragg’s Swamp.
The ball-room has been nicely bailed out since their late misfortune, and no expense
has been spared, no troublue avoided to make this the entertainment “par Excellence” of the season.

1873
Lost Cause Minstrel Band
The Fire Department Brass Band announced that the famed
L.C.Minstrel Band had made its appearance on the streets. There wa
a rush and a jam, each one endeavoring to obtain as good a view as
possible of the socity, the first that inaugurated the celebration of
Mardi Gras in Mobile.

The Minstrels were
mounted on a platform wagon and sitting on chairs.”
Old Slacabamarinico, the leader, towering above them all,
and with his baton directing the musical portion of the entertainment, of which the least the better. Certainly they played
in and out of tune on violins, tambourines, trumpets, cow
bells, gongs, etc….
The members of the society were dressed in black woolen
suits and caps ornamented with coon tails, and a banner in
front of the wagon disclosed the subject represented – the
Pythian Knights, a decidedly rich and most ridiculous burlesque, well conceived and carried out in that tasteful and
successful manner for which the L.C.’s are noted.
“Old Slack” is determined to keep up the reputation of his
band, an organiztion wich is one of the best and principal
features of Mardi gras.

